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UM PALE0B0TANIST HAS WORLD'S
LARGEST VARIETY OF CONES
By Cary E. Holmquist
Office of University Relations
University of Montana
MISSOULA—
When a professor begins a research project, he or she often gets a lot
of results that weren't anticipated.

That's what happened to University of

Montana scientist Charles N. Miller Jr., who has amassed the world's largest
variety of sectioned conifer cones.
However, Miller is not a forestry professor, as you might expect.

He

is a professor of botany whose specialty is paleobotany, the study of plant
fossi1s .
So what does he want with all those cones?
It started in 1967 when Miller was given a petrified cone, found near
Avon , Mont., and he decided to find out what it was--which wasn't easy, since
there were no reference materials with adequate information to tell him what
living relatives the petrified cone might have.
So Miller began collecting cones from all over the world--some from as far
away as Tasmania, South Vietnam and South Africa, which were sent to him by
col leagues and others.

These he prepared on microscopic slides for comparison

with the fossil cone sections.
In 10 years' time he had cone samples of about 100 of the world's 600
living conifers.

The samples now cram the shelves of several rooms and halls

of the UM Botany Building, but, as it has turned out, the collection has been
very helpful in some of Miller's other research projects.

UM Paleobotanist Has World's--add one

Admittedly it doesn't look or sound terribly exciting on the surface-but discoveries he makes in examining the specimens from around the world and
beneath the ground "make some days so exciting that I wouldn't trade them for
anything," Miller said.
For example, in 1973 Miller and doctoral-degree candidate J.T. Brown
unearthed what was then the oldest discovered plant embryo--about 280 million
years--which had formed in the seeds of a cone found in Texas.

It was a major

discovery, providing evidence that, as in modern plants, there were some
ancient plants in which the embryos formed before the seeds were dispersed--an
adaptation which gave them more chance for survival in cooler climates.
That particular discovery also enabled Miller and Brown to name a new genus
and species; the cone and research materials are now housed in the research
section of the Smithsonian Institution.
Currently Miller is working with Anthony LaPasha, a doctoral student in
botany, on fossils from the Missouri River banks in and around Great Falls.

In

their analyses of the fossils, mostly 110-million-year old ferns and conifers,
the two scientists hope to be able to construct a description of the ancient
ecology of the area.

Their methods are in a newly forming subject of study

called paleoecology.
Miller also frequently assists graduate students in geology and forestry
as a member of their faculty thesis committees of advisers.

Of the graduate

students he works with, Miller said they specialize so much in areas beyond
his own information that after a few years they often become his teachers.
He explained that he gives the students guidance in their area of interest,
playing the deviTs advocate to get them to express fully and clearly the details
they investigate and relate their findings to the broader subject area.
Miller said that when learning concepts from other areas like forestry
and geology he thinks about how they apply to his specialty and they also come
up in his teaching.

UM Paleobotanist Has World's*--add two
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He empahsized that the most valuable spin-off from research is in how it
affects his teaching.

He explained that students get very excited when they

hear about firsthand,

personal involvement in research projects.

"They think

it's fun when they can imagine being in the researcher's place--and that way
they get more interested and learn more," Miller said.
Miller credited UM for providing a "stimulating environment" in botany and
UM graduate programs which encourage him and others to do research and provide
service which in turn benefit the students in the classrooms.
Miller is contemplating
vegetation on earth.

writing a text on paleofloristies, the history of

His need for the text arose from a class he taught last

fall in which students studied the history of plants rather than the traditional
paleobotany study of the evolution of plant organisms.
He pointed out that such a text is needed by professional botanists and
geologists who work with fossils.

Miller said that he would decide on writing

it if none of his American colleagues would attempt the task.
He added that from national conferences with his botany colleagues he is
able to "echo" what he learns to his classroom students.

"That kind of exposure

and information makes botany more real to the students," Miller remarked.
And, in a way, that's how he got his start in paleobotany.

After an

initial "messy career of bad grades as a college student in business and engin
eering," Miller's attention was captured by botany courses at Michigan College
of Mining and Technology in Houghton.

These led him to study botany and

paleobotany at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
faculty, where he earned three degrees.
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